
To Summit Up

Business & Industries Council
It’s time to get down
to business…

The delegate of China
proposed a moderated
caucus on the topic, “to
discuss the cost of living crisis
by finding an alternative to
dollar scarcity issue”. The
speakers list commenced with
the delegate of NAHB
mentioning that they strive it
attain the professional
success of all its members in
the USA, and that it
represents the interests of
housing-buildings. The
delegate of NAHB accused
the Biden-administration of
no cooperation with regard
to tackling the increasing
dollars in the market. 

Siemens accuses Coopers of using the dollars
and earning revenue from it, Coopers replies
back saying, “We ensure that each of our
clients get affordable payments”. One of the
delegates levelled a serious allegation on the
USA about the recession, to which USA issued
a clarification saying that it was caused due to
unavoidable factors such as COVID-19 and
the Russia-Ukraine war. 

Geopolitical Tensions, Economic
Challenges, and financial scandals: 

The Global Summit on Cost of Living Crisis saw a heated debate
among the delegates over various issues related to the crisis. The
issue of China's housing crisis was brought up, with Goldman
Sachs accusing China of the brutal housing crisis in the country,
citing that it takes 10 to 15 years of savings for someone to buy a
home in China and that people are suffering. In response, China
accused Goldman Sachs of supporting dollarization, which is
harming its company. 

A moderated caucus was called to reduce
overdependence on one currency, and the
delegate of India proposed a solution where
all countries would be given a solution.
Goldman Sachs claimed that the USA has
given sanctions and wars, pointing out that
the USA invaded Iraq. Cargill asked how
considering BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India,
China, and South Africa) was any different
from considering the US dollar. JP Morgan
stated that the company's interests lie in
dollars, and that BRICS is not perceived to be
a perfect or viable option. Finally, Saudi oil
accused Goldman Sachs of bribery, citing a 4
million fraud case stolen by a general
manager in Goldman Sachs. Overall, the
Global Summit on Cost-of-Living Crisis
highlighted the various challenges and
tensions faced by different countries in
addressing this issue. The summit showcased
the need for collaborative efforts and
innovative solutions to tackle the cost of
living crisis and its impacts on unemployment.

Here on, the committee
witnesses a tough fight
between delegates, the
delegate of Cargill accused the
Russian Federation of
blocking supply chain, such as
fuel, chemicals, and fertilizers.
Goldman Sachs accuses
China of introducing a
recession in countries like Sri
Lanka, to which the delegate
of China replied saying that
they support bipolarity and
multipolarity and not just the
Chinese Yuan. JP Morgan
accuses PWC of a tax-scandal
where-in confidential
information was leaked. 

Its all about the
possibilities!
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The Global summit on the cost-of-living crisis
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Education Council
The Russo-Ukrainian plot 
grows thicker

“Isn’t it ironic that the country that is causing the hinderance of
education in Ukraine is asking what they plan to do?”, “Why is
Russia spending these funds on military for illegal invasion in
Ukraine and not instead focusing it on their education?”, “How is
Russia criticizing others when they are accused of abduction of
Ukrainian children?” were just a few hits Russia had no choice
but to take. When all hope seemed lost for the Russian
Federation, the man himself walked in through the council doors
to save the day, President Vladimir Putin.

The Delegate of Ukraine mentioned the
setbacks they are facing in the education
sector due to recent problems with Russia
and how they are combating it, and to
everyone’s surprise, the Delegate of Russia
intervenes! 
The Delegate, blind to the irony of the
situation, asks Ukraine how they plan to
face these problems, and the delegation of
Russia meets its end. The Delegate of TATA
wastes no time in shooting back at Russia
by passing a new point: Point of Extension,
or as Russia might call it, Point of Hell. This
point allowed delegates to further extend on
a speech or POI made by another delegate,
and each and every delegate took their shots
at Russia. 

Crisis! Vladmir
Putin, Russian
Education in
Ukraine?!

“Let the people learn
Russian, the most powerful
language in the world!”
Vladimir Putin also stated
that in a few months’ time,
the US Dollar will be of use
no more. The Delegate of
Nigeria bites back, claiming
that “the USA can buy 30
Russia’s” to which the
President replies, “the US
Dollar will be thrown out of
the windows and get run over
by a hundred Russian
lorries!”. 
 

After a series of back-and-forth accusations
and bold statements, the President of the
Russian Federation, Vladmir Putin claims he
should “be in another council, maybe Human
Rights” and walks out of the war room.
After the President’s dramatic exit, a motion
for an unmoderated caucus was raised and the
meeting was adjourned.

Other delegations mentioned
their approaches , while also
being cross-examined and
questioned by their fellow
delegates. After the speaker’s
list was exhausted, a motion to
move into an unmoderated
caucus for 10 minutes was put
forward by the Delegate of
Sudan which was extended by
the Delegate of Nigeria for
another 10 minutes, hence
concluding the council’s
session.

A productive start to the
summit!

ARSH DARARSH DARARSH DAR

The council brought up numerous issues faced
globally in their speeches, some of which
include racism faced by minorities, castes and
immigrants, terror groups and organisations
disrupting schooling, child labour, educational
inequalities faced by some groups due to the
pandemic and accessibility to education as a
whole.
Next, the Delegate of Nigeria raised a motion
to move into a moderated caucus on the topic
“Illiteracy in Developing Countries”. During
this debate, various delegations discussed their
approaches to combat illiteracy, with special
emphasis on developing countries. This
emphasis was predominantly given through a
bold statement made by the delegate of
ADTALEM, who claimed that only 10 nations
form three-quarters of the illiteracy of the
entire world. The Delegate of Nigeria
immediately shot back, claiming that the
countries the delegate mentioned were
countries with the highest populations of the
world, hence justifying the statistics
mentioned.
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Healthcare Council
Ethically Controversial...

 

IN NO TIME, this mod caucus took an intense turn, when the
delegate of The United Kingdom accused the delegate of The United
States for their soaring healthcare costs and the delegate of The
United States shot back with an equally feisty response, asserting
that it was not the place of the opposing delegate to comment on the
The United States’ stance.
Consequently, the delegate of The Healthcare Service Corporation
said that the blame cannot be placed on a single entity, which is
believed to be a jab at the earlier proceedings involving the delegate
of The United Kingdom. When the next speaker, the delegate of
Johnson & Johnson expressed their views on the topic, the delegate
of The United Kingdom(once again) brought up the organization's
infamous scandal, the asbestos-contaminated talcum powder. The
delegate of Sun Pharmaceuticals posed an effective inquiry against
the delegate of Pfizer on certain ‘ethically controversial clinical trials
conducted by Pfizer to produce drugs against mental illnesses’.
When the delegate of China delivered their speech, they were met
with widespread ‘tuts’ on their claims of having taken moves to
protect data used in diagnosis. “What will China do to prevent the
unethical use of data, something that is a topic of valid concern,
considering the recent TikTok ban whirlwind?”, was the question
posed by the delegate of Johnson and Johnson, one that was surely
on the minds of all those in committee. 
Outrage was written all over the face of the delegate of the African
Union CDC, at the proposition by the delegate of J&J to ‘reduce
doctor-patient interactions’.

CRISIS STRIKES THE COUNCIL!
“A bizarre fungal disease has been
discovered in the United States of
America. It appears to be
predominant among African
American neighborhoods and is fatal
immediately after infection.”

Soon enough, the council moved to a
moderated caucus on the topic of
solutions for the crisis at hand. Apart
from isolation, a common idea
proposed by most delegates, research
on the specimen was a plausible
suggestion. 

As always, the air in the room thickened,
for every delegate picked another to
accuse. The most notable accusations
involved that of the delegate of The United
States and the delegate of the Africa CDC
in response to the former’s conjecture to
research on the disease. “MY BROTHERS
are DYING”, said the delegate of the
Africa CDC. “How do you expect me to
wait around for research? This is an act of
Bioterrorism!"
“CRISIS UPDATE: The UN has just
issued a statement claiming that China is
responsible for the outbreak of this
mysterious fungal disease.“

Serious accusations surfaced between the
delegates, the acknowledgement of the
possibility of The United States bribing the
UN into issuing the crisis update
statement, being one of the more notable.
The delegate of Johnson and Johnson
shared some food for thought by their
obscure statement which implied that the
Pharmaceutical companies are the root
problems, being the only ones in the
council who stand to benefit, regardless of
the outcome of the council.

Further on, the delegate of
Myanmar expressed his
concern over China’s 1 child
policy, which led to a POI
from the delegate of Sun
Pharmaceuticals; this was a
rhetorical question about
whether the delegate of
Myanmar believes that
China should introduce a 3-
child policy instead.

Myanmar calls out
China's policies
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Human Rights Council
A New Light for 
Human Rights
The Human Rights Council
Session commenced at 9:45,
with its main goal being to
discuss the state of human
rights policies in vulnerable
states, while focusing on the
role played by developed
countries and the private
sector, in order to strengthen
present conventions and
analyse systemic policy failures
in a post-2020 world order.
With the completion of Roll
Call and starting with a
Motion to Commence Formal
Session that was passed by the
director, the debate had
officially begun with hope and
belief for a better tomorrow. Tensions rise between Russia & Ukraine

Ukraine after demanding peace and complete withdrawal of Russian military
forces in accordance with the General Speaking List, claims to have held out
on military aggression against Russia. Since Ukraine had time remaining, he
was available for Points of Information (POI), to which a country none other
than Russia came to retaliate.
Russia directly accuses the President, who could’ve stopped this war, along
with many other bold claims and accusations to the president, and the country
as a whole.
The delegate of Russia believes that NATO is intent of ruining Russia,
therefore claiming them to first instigate war. To this, the delegate of Ukraine
had no answer. 

CRISIS: THE BIG BANG
Bioweapons were launched from an
unrecognized source into the heart of China,
Beijing. The Biden administration has been
blamed for this.
Due to the claims made by the Chinese and
US delegates there have been tensions in the
Pacific ocean between marine forces of the
respective countries, due to a "threat to
national security", and Beijing has moved into
a rule of martial law to maintain peace in the
region. Shell, in association with Chevron, has
been accused along with the USA by the ICC
of funding the bioweapon program. In
response, both countries have initiated a
military coupe along with the respective
governments and ramped up their programs in
Africa and South America, overpolluting both
the Amazon and Nile through their operations
in Brazil and Egypt.
India and Pakistan, end up blaming each
other and have a conflict of interest in
Kashmir because of military advances by both
countries for the purpose of "national
security" causing a situation of unrest. 
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Earth & Climate Change Council

Shell speaks in
Shillings

EACC, DPSShj, The
delegate of Shell PLC
through their stupendous
oration showed the council
that they meant real
business. Asking thought
provoking POIs and
producing numbers from
various sources on the fly,
they kept each nation busy
counting every single penny
they have spent in the past.
In a series of POIs that
followed their debut speech
in the general speaking
round, Shell responded
with facts and figures as if
they were ligatures to the
speaker. And those
ligatures did have a weight
of their own.

Hell breaks loose.
Gazprom CEO dead.

Waves of questions and condemnation spread
across the council as delegate after delegate
voiced their opinions on the crisis. Soon, after a
brief moment of relief provided by the news of
his well being, tragedy struck as the CEO was
reported dead. Both the delegates of
Greenpeace and Extinction rebellion were of
the stance that one such incident should not
determine the organization’s ethos and policy.
Russia on the other hand, rejected any
allegation stating the reason that, being a
country with such a large geography, it was
impossible to expect political order at all places
at all times. The crisis culminated in the
delegate of ExR preparing and presenting a
directive, that was passed in the council
unanimously.

Once the delegate finished his
POIs he was challenged with the
motion to be cross-examined by
the delegate of Pakistan on the
grounds of allegedly involving in
the practice of “greenwashing”.
In the repartee that followed, the
delegate of Shell established that
Shell plc was among the leading
profitable businesses that take
environment into consideration
and was one of the greatest
contributors for environmental
causes in the council.

The green coalition begins its journey In light of the Russo-Ukraine crisis currently
in action, there was a brief sense of suspicion
in the air. The silence was broken when the
delegate of Ukraine gave their maiden speech
on their role in resolving the energy crisis,
followed by the delegate of Russia who gave a
new compelling perspective as a response to
allegation it had been receiving. The delegate
of Russia stated that the major reason why
they still lead the crude oil figures is because
of the demand worldwide that it needs to cater
to. Russia called it “unfair” and questioned if
sanctions were a justified response to the
eminent favour they had been doing for the
remainder of the world, catering to their
demands and making up about 40% of other
economies’ crude oil imports.
The council saw moments of heated debates
during the two motions to cross-examine, but
ended on a note of global consensus on what
stands ahead of us. The quote by the delegate
of IEA presented the council a new objective :
“If the great human mind is able to control
the sun why can’t we control ourselves” 

The earth and climate change council has been tasked with
resolving a new, hot and impending concern that the world
faces. With the General Speaker’s round, countries and
organisations stated their opinions, views and current approach
on tackling the council’s agenda- giving inputs and possible
solutions that they have seen work out previously. 

The council entered into a state
of crisis as the CEO of Gazprom
was kidnapped by a member of
the Extinction Rebellion on
Russian grounds. State of panic
ensued in the council, and the
gavel got off an inch of the mass,
in the efforts of the council
directors to establish decorum.
As further details revealed, the
criminal held connections with
Greenpeace, an organization with
a motto to go green through non-
violent means. The alleged
delegates along with Russia
under whose governance this
crisis happened was put in the
spotlight for a trial that was to
come.

Greenpeace proposes an unmoderated caucus for a whopping two
hours! It is unfortunately, not granted.
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Science & Technology Council

Committee session, as peaceful as ever, going
on as per normal. Nations and organizations
alike establishing their stance and deliberating
the best course of action to benefit all of
humanity. The talks stretch from national
development goals and ambitions to corporate
data leaks and mismanagement, all to protect
the rights of the individual.
Suddenly, the lights were killed, and an eerie
silence befell the room, there was an ominous
silence council wide as the delegations sat
dumbstruck. Then, without warning, the
doors swung open, and dawning scarily plain
corporate clothing, in walked Elon Musk and
Mark Zuckerburg, in the flesh. 

After making their way to the center of the
room, the two began speaking. First, was the
reknowned Elon Musk, who began to talk
about the advancements of AI, however,
strangely referred to all delegations as “your
species”. The talk gets more and more
maniacal by the minute as they bring up all
the things AI controls already. 
When suddenly, one of the resources gets up
and stands up to Elon. He bends down, grabs
a speaker, and places it on the table, hitting
play on his laptop to start an ambient
emotional track. 
 

He begins speaking out against the injustice and brings up past
family trauma caused by the great data leaks that caused him
heavy losses, bearing heavy on his soul. He got right up to
Zucc’s face, he looked him dead in the eye, his own, filled with
rage, vengeance and above all, hurt. As the music climaxed, he
let go of all his inhibitions and struck back. However, the
combined might of Zuckerberg and Musk were no match for
him, as he was dragged away, never to be seen again.

To Infinity & Beyond!
The nations and organizations of the world coalesce for a better,
safer and smarter tomorrow.

Day 1 of YGSS 2023 marked a significant milestone in the global
conversation around AI development. The delegates representing
various nations and multinational corporations demonstrated their
commitment to improving AI governance and working towards a
more sustainable future for the field.

CRISIS: THE WHISPERERS
IN THE DARK

The council session began with a motion
from the delegate of Baidu to open the
Global Summit on AI. The delegate of the
Center for Governance of AI then
presented their opening statement, raising
concerns about data regulation and
privacy breaches following the
diversification of AI.

During the session, the delegates of the
Center for Governance of AI and Baidu
raised several points of inquiry about the
use of AI in the Russo-Ukrainian war,
including the current absence of
transparency and Microsoft Corporation's
role in leaking sensitive user information.
While the delegate of Russia justified their
approach with reference to practical use of
AI for defense, the delegate of Microsoft
Corporation failed to provide an
immediate response.
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